
SUBJECT: SSD

FACULTY: PROF. A.A.  KHAN

SECTION: B

SEMESTER 1ST

Total Number of Student              : 60

Date : 17.12.2012 A1 Subject Knowledge
A2 Preparation for class
A3 Explaining & communicationin in the class
A4 Attitude towards students
A5 Tolerance of dis-agreement
A6 Ranking of the class
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His communication skill is excellent. They way he interacts with us is really different from others and we like it. He always motivate us. He is one of the best teacher I 
have ever got. 
We want extra 1 hour.

Sir, this is the class where we enjoy and gain knowledge which may be help full any point of time i.e. personal and professional life.

Khan Sir is very friendly, co-operative to us. He is very brilliant and energetic person. We  love his teaching style and  we also lelarn so many things. "SSD class should 
done everyday".

Prof. A.A. Khan Sir is our very good faculty. He is very sincerely. He is gives us each and every kind of help. He gives us more and more extra knowledge.

Sir, I think Khan Sir only give attention to those students whom  he wants. Many times I felt that he wakes, partiality with students.
Sir, is really very active throughout the day, energetic always encourages us. His classes are very informative, interactive and linely and enjoyable. Keep the you are 
Sir.
Sir is really very active through out the day. We really enjoyed his classes. He wlasya encourage us to do the task and it is really enjoyable.

Sir, we are very satisfied with Khan Sir he always encourage us to do good and always help us to improve our skill.

Khan Sir, is my opinion Khan Sir subject knowledge is very well and he always attitude towards student. I enjoy the class as compound to other classes.

FACULTY PERFORMANCE REPORT

Number of students participated  : 24(40%)

Over all percentage: 98.29

More SSD classes required. We are Happy to say that Great teaching by Prof. Khan Sir.

Khan Sir is excellent and he helps us in any matter as a guardian. He is a brilliant person and from him, we gain more and more outside knowledge. He prepare us in a 
well efficient way.

He is a best Sir in the college, he is handle in the college.
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Sir was very good. We enjoyed a lot and learned many things how to improve ourself.

This class is very nice and  very entertainment.

He takes lots of  Responsibility for students to how to get a job in their hand and how they proof themselves in the co-operate world.

Best Sir..

I am speechless to tell about Khan Sir. Khan Sir is an our development of communication skill. In present day I couldn't improve my communication without Khan Sir. In 
lastly he is an Brilliant mind. We need more SSD class for us (GD and PI).

This class is excellent and teaching is excellent.

Sir is very helpful and friendly to the student and always try to develop the out knowledge of us. 
Sir is extremely helpful and concerned towards the student. His classes are very enjoyable.

We need more SSD classes and marketing class.

he is the best teacher of the college and he always encouraged to the pupil.


